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(:07). We need new rules how to relate in the new world family, different then before. 

Come with the solutions not the complaints, a positive view. We lead by example. (:10). 

Peace through Plasma. (:15). German manufacturers have gone into production. The 

banks have become friends to KF, can buy MaGrav on 10 Euros per month, will deliver 

10 million units, 500 million up to 9 billion. (:21). Gans waters in production in Japan. 

(:32). Teachings begin. Last week we explained that in a core 3 G rings that creates a 

field in the center. This configuration gives you the 3 layers like with the skin, field 1 is 

center, 2 is one ring, 3 is another ring, the interaction of the 3 leads to creation of the P 

skin of the craft. Very soon you'll start seeing structures but how you get in and out of it 

is your dilemma. Fill up the ring with N coat Gans, and the interaction of the rotation of 

this core, with the interaction of the two inside coils creates a mixture of the fields which 

will lead to the creation of the P (craft). Need 2 motors to rotate them that we can control 

the changes of the rotation of these 2 inside coils.  (:35). .. and the liquid that the 

interaction of the fields leaves the viscosity of the matter in respect to the Gans and LP 

and the Gans coated on the cores, the then have to interact, they create the Pl condition, 

the 3 fields interact to create the structure. Getting the speed and N coating right gives 

you a SS. There is an alternative because we can't always hold to matter state and carry 

liquid with us, we have to move into the field forces transportation and not the LP, but we 

can again use the LP to create the conditions we want. There is another option, a simple 

but time consuming system. (:37). We can use the interaction of the fields for 2 or 3 

different purposes, no motors, a containment and then inside tubes in form of rings, each 

one is a double tube, you feed each core on its own, now you don't need rotation, create a 

pumping system to each core (tube) and you control the speed of rotation of Water 

pumped through, the speed will give you immediate reaction, the speed of the flow of the 

Gans of different strengths will create a condition of interaction without rotating it, this is 

a step towards another step, we will change the LP in these tubes with fields, exactly then 

you replicate the process of the generation of the entities in the U. You can feed CO2, 

and Pb in center, and then you want to change the Gans, change the mixtures from the 

tank reserves, so your immediate reaction is instantaneous, we will teach you how to 

withdraw the mixtures. The right interactions give you the skin of craft. (:41).  

Understand the interactions of F Pl, LP,  Gans Pl, of different strengths will create 

interactions btn them. This is like when you have different clouds of different energy 

coming together, you get thunder and lightening, in PL T you get the same condition, 

when you have a Pl of certain strength and a matter state of near same strength you have 

the same thunder and lightening, you'll hear huge bangs and interactions of the fields, the 

first time Douglas had a big bang. If you can create and control the condition of the Gans 

Pl strength at the interaction of the field strength of the matter, (:44). you will get the 

thunder and lightening the way you do in the matter state, but now it is a matter strength 

with a Pl with the free energy of itself, the bangs shows the Pl coming into operation. It's 

like the sound boom of breaking the sound barrier, its the speed of the air the bangs 

against the natural condition, it cannot pass through and releases it as a noise. The 

Caveman was the first one making N material, cooking on fire, Chinese cook on metal 

Nano coat it and put salt on it, they release the energy in the metal which you are eating, 



you are N technologists from the beginning. The human body is made of Gans which 

interact at the point of the Gans, with the strength of the environment which they exist, 

which is a Pl of a higher order with a lesser order, but it has created the same circulation 

as in the reactor inside, we call it a HEART. Now for the first time you understand where 

the heartbeat of the man comes from, the matter of the Gans state of the Pl of the liquid, 

Blood is LP, interacting and releasing energy at the boundary of body, who is ?? 

interaction of the matter state which creates noise and feed back as Heartbeat. (:47). Now 

if you can control the sound boom that it is continuous you'll hear the heartbeat of man. 

This is how the planets and stars create their heartbeat, where galaxies create their own 

heartbeat where the internal flow of the Pl condition in the inner sanctum, in interaction 

with lower or higher strength fields of the environment of the matter state leads to a 

transition that one has to accept the others and this itself releases energy that in the ear of 

man is heartbeat. (:48). ... it reflects back to the inner chamber and we hear that noise 

because it comes through the blood itself. Your blood is a Pl flow and always connects 

back to one place, all the fields at the junction of Pl condition internally which is in the 

Gans state, with the matter state reflects back to the center, your heart in center of the 

reactor, it's the center of feeding the E, this is how you control the system through your 

thoughts and E. The center of your ?? .. will create that motion in respect to its 

surrounding,  if it's a high speed it becomes a whistling, and because its in the Pl 

condition it is very sweet, it's exactly the way your heartbeat comes together, and then all 

energies gathered it releases. If you can keep the energies of the Pl flow within the Gans 

state of the LP of the blood, at a given strength you'll find a man of 200 years old or 80 or 

8, will have the same strength, Because now you feed it through E and soul which 

decides the strength of the P, same process (as reactor).  (:50).  Different parts of the 

teachings are coming together, the body has to have its P in respect to its Pl MG fields of 

its LP, which is the blood in the interaction with the slower but stronger, which is the 

Lymph to lead to the creation of P of the man at the point of the strength of different 

conditions which is created in the body. This is how your organs are created, doesn't 

matter where you are and you create the right condition, man will be created, animals, ?? 

in this condition will lead to the creation of life. The idea of man coming from East 

Africa DOES NOT hold. Life in the tribe of man was created in different locations on 

this planet simultaneously around the same time in the evolution in the life of the planet. 

What we call human race today is the amalgamation of these groups coming together. 

The human race was never created in one place. (:52). You say Homosapien, one took 

over the other, where did the other come from? The other came from the position on this 

planet where the flow of the Pl within the structure created and lead to life in 

understanding it, to the creation of similar structures. Your blood type A or O etc, comes 

from the interaction of the amalgamation of the tribes, as they interacted the more 

dominate strength of the Pl could take over it became the ?? , the other one when they 

mixed the interaction, one may look more monkey then the other one, but at the same 

time they were all monkeys, the interaction, the ?? reproduction has lead to a new 

generation of ??. The scientists say all is generality, different strengths of ?? A B is 

different strength of O ??, it shows how many different races were created and interacted 

to the creation of the man, and the heartbeat strength of the man dictated which one will 

dominate. We call ourselves I am type A or B, they all came from different parts of this 

planet. This throws the present science that we all came from Africa into a big turmoil. 



(:54). We have accepted a huge number of hypocritical principles because that is what we 

understood, now that we understand the interaction of the Pl, the LP, and in a short time 

some will understand the MG fields independent of matter state, you will understand that 

LIFE the human structure you can create anywhere in the U if you create the right 

conditions. When you put together the interactions of the fields the way we seek, you 

come to understand the next step of the development, you have a condition, position, 

where the stronger MG field in interaction with the weaker MG field, creates the 

heartbeat, creating the sound, the effects ?? conditionally stable, gives strength and the 

manifestation of the P life, so all that you get the ?? weaker heartbeat that comes, skin 

feeling and touch, ?? teachings ... skin is part of your brain structure.  (:56).  If we can 

feed you with the energy level that can give you the same strength as when you were 10 

years old and you are 90 years old now, your skin texture and blood flow changes, as we 

have seen with women in menopause go back to their period, we've seen old men walk 

and do things they couldn't for 30 years, thus we can change it, these have to be done 

very slowly, ... you change with a strength the cycle of the Pl condition of the body and 

with it bring into operation with it, ?? you age ?? time, what if you can control the 

transmission, then new game, ... you have entered the time machine zone, by controlling 

the fields, you have 2 phases of interaction converting from one to another and back to 

itself, then you have existence of 2 fields ... you have the interaction of one field with the 

other where you can convert one to the other and take it back, (:58). where this is the 

lower strength and this the higher, you have managed to create a Pl time machine. For the 

first time we have seen it in the innovation center, it's been felt but not understood, if you 

change the Gans and feed it into the loop of the other one, and keep it constant you create 

2 Pl conditions which is interfaced, you keep one in the matter state where you want it be 

?? strength, and the other where you want to go, you enter the TIME MACHINE. Where 

the time around you gets disturbed because now you live in 2 dimensions of MG fields, 

because your created a Gans flow in your cores or coils, it takes over the environment 

that you are in, so now you become part of the time capsule, ?? .. should not create the 

confusion of time and space because now you are in charge of it, you fed and created the 

system. With the solid state cores you're playing with the fixed matter state, with a fixed 

condition preset Pl, but with the new S coming up we see ?? ... you will feel the 

interaction of 2 stage Pl strengths each from having their own speed of transfer, interface 

btn the 2 will lead to creation of time zone machines, you keep one side ?? red (left) 

which is a reference of Earth strength, it's your matter state, the blue one is where you 

want the time generation separation to reach to. The reference one is the track back home. 

(1:01). The other side is the destination. According to Einstein and the matter state you 

are on the speed of light on the left side or home reference, but on the infinite speed on 

the other side. The maximum earth speed is the S of Light. Because you use the structure 

of the whole Pl condition yourself, you dictate the speed, you can travel the length of U 

that normally takes thousands and thousands of years in seconds depending on the 

strength of field on other side, because you created the environment you are inside, you 

remain in that environment as you travel, so you do not feel anything, feel any changes 

because the internal structure, the body is made of Gans and he ? .. accordingly ?? fits 

into the environment which ??  I will teach the interaction of man with the creatures of 

the U, learn how these interactions leads to the conditions that you don't understand but 

you can observe and feel. (1:04). Someone who has heard the bang of the interaction of 



Pl. People are experiencing the changes, the interaction of the phase of the Pl condition in 

the matter state and the Pl state of the same matter, blew up the whole structure open 2 

days ago, the field strength was so strong that the P structure was blown to pieces. 

Understand that it is the Pl barrier interaction it's use t a speed, it is so strong that it 

creates a noise, if it's not handled properly it leads to a reduction in the strength an dif it 

?? the matter state it can P push them out. This interaction how fields come and create btn 

the different states of matter, it's the field forces put pressure on the matter state , which 

leads to rotation of the planetary system, stars galaxies etc. How the conversion of the Pl 

MG field energy converts itself into a p matter, this is why when you create the P matter 

of your SS, the boundary or matter skin you've created will have its own rotation. This is 

understanding the interaction of the fields slight stronger in G, slightly weaker in M, 

slightly moving in a different direction, that it gives different twists and turns, this is why 

Jupiter turns one way and Saturn another, and the different speeds are created by the 

interactions exactly as you have seen and will see in your Space reactors. (1:07). The 

speed of control is out of your hand if you do not understand the interactions, if you get 

the right mixtures in the tubes you'll understand how you'll see the speed of the cores will 

rotate. You control it with the feed of the Pl,  you'll see more in the next step. You'll see 

the interaction of these with other strengths around ? it. How and why the stars appear to 

you, exactly as they are and not 200 million light years away, because the interaction is 

present in the containment, this way we unravel a lot of mystery, assumptions, and 

hypocrisy in world of science over thousands of years. You don't need a virgin girl to 

stop the earthquake because they never understood where the earthquakes came from. We 

never understood the over taking of the light of sun by the moon that leads to darkness, 

it's not very different the work of the rest of the U.  (1:09). the next step is the simplicity 

of the knowledge that it can be understood by everybody and applied. You dictate 

everything you have done. He draws the tubes and you can change the direction and 

strength of each tube, the fieldd interaction will create the central point or free energy, the 

interaction of the 3 will lead to manifestation of matter (skin). Interaction with the other 

reactors means a constant flow of fields, you place yourself in a bigger container, a craft. 

(1:11). We have now seen the sound barrier of Pl, it has been tested don several places on 

the planet, we will not say how it was done. It will not touch your electrical circuits r 

anything else but you hear it, and if you go into total Pl barrier you'll see the time change 

barrier, the feeling of it. Clint comes on and explains what he experience the loud bang. 

The Pl traffic jam creates the Bang. (1:15). Man heard the loud noise of Pl.  (1:20). Man 

has things to share of his experience on Earth with other beings of U, he should not think 

of himself as inferior.  (1:24). Life is not exclusive on this planet, if you create the right 

condition life begins.    It's not just releasing the knowledge but maturing the intellect to 

understand and use.   (1:32). Questions. (1:34). You will see different interactions. Keshe 

explains if there is an area in the tube that can't interact with the center that Pl field 

moves outside, because it's continuously fed so it takes it outside, maybe you understand 

the development, maybe you understand the Moons and the distance in respect to the 

Moons, how satellite systems in the polemetry ?? are created, how even in conditions you 

have 2 electrons and a proton, have extra electron .. the S the interaction of a field in a 

given position reaches a point that an environment is created that leads to the separation 

and finding a position in respect to the center, this is how in your S you create satellite S 

from your S, but matches yours but is always in touch with you and you can always bring 



it back in. (1:36). These are part of teachings we will come to. You don't carry a number 

of SS on stand-by, you create your SS's which are connected to the central control and 

through your reactors you establish what you need. If it's still connected you send it to a 

destination and it can always come back in, this is how atomic Solar S create their 

Moons, Moon Condition, it's not all created from absorbing energy from the environment 

outside some are created in respect, in interaction with the center, which repositions itself 

??,  a number of moons, of stars in the Solar S are created by this method, where you see 

similarity but totally different conditions, where you understand position lock but not 

rotation lock. This is a fundamental interaction of the fields. The sound barrier comes 

from the interaction of the Pl, if you make it in a condition that it can change to the 

matter, now you create matter from the ??  Then you'll understand you can create 

different things in different parts of the tubes. (1:38). This is why we put satellite reactors 

around the craft, because we dictate now the position and energy of the ?? Pl movement. 

(1:40). Mario shares his creation from the flower of life. Talks a lot. He says he can see 

and feel the fields. (1:46).  A being communicated with me, a higher form of life. (1:48). 

Keshe says this is how a moon and a planet work, Solar S, each one links in the rotation 

of the fields of the other, the weaker the donkey (Cu coils) causes the Mother to feed, this 

we saw in the 129 Tesla S, there is a need and even if you look at the AA, H is a need 

man to feed that single atomic H in the AA, it's so strong by the others ?? order of 

magnitude creates that flow, this is why you need CuO2 ? in SF one is always creating a 

condition for the others to feed, that strength variation creates the motion, Mario says he 

thinks the motor is the donkey, Keshe says you could be quite right, because that motor 

creates a specific MG field on the matter level. Then how do I make it spin without a 

motor? Create a (field) strength difference system. (1:50). Smaller or chose a weaker 

strength in one of your cores. He doesn't know which direction the fields should go. 

You're at a stage to start playing with the field Pl but you're using a matter state to create 

that field. (1:52). It can't be random, understand what you have done to give you a 

specific field. You should be able to lift, communicate or create light, you can see or hear 

the fields. If you speak and no one can hear you, means you have created an environment 

in which the fields are the same as the MG fields of your voice, which is the AA of your 

body, there is no interaction, it's not strange if you understand it. As the voice which we 

think of as a matter state, is a Gans state ?? translation of energy, the interaction is 

balanced so we don't hear you, if you do it in an electronic level, they don't work because 

there is no interaction, communication where you are indifferent, what you have done is 

correct but now understand these features. The process is try to understand how you 

create the speed, what does it create if you increase the speed, or strength. (1:54). Keshe 

says, I don't like the use of Lead, he feels drained. Okay let's look at the Atomic Mass of 

Pb, (207 ), what is slightly heavier then Pb with similar properties ... we see Silver, don't 

touch Mercury, Tin has it's own MG field problems, Bismuth (208.9 atomic weight),  

Silver ( 107 ), Gold ( 197 ), .. mix Silver and Gold ( 304), the combination of 2 Gans 

gives you a safe material much more powerful then Pb, that's why Silver is used for 

disinfecting and lot of other things. The mixed Gans will create 2 layers, yes but the Total 

Mass will integrate as one, this is a Pl Mass. (1:59).  Look at Silver in combo, but only 

half of 107, 53.5, forget the 15 to 20% variation in the Gans state, you'll find Silver and 

Copper, Silver and Zinc, work perfect. This is why mono-atomic silver is cure for a lot of 

things, because the ratio of the different masses of the 2 MG fields is 2 to 1, ?? and the 



Cu demands the energy and in that process in the body, it takes everything out which is 

extra (diseases etc.),  this is why it works for diseases, you create a flow with Cu at half 

mass, it's 1 to 2, and creates the ?? wind flow of the Pl level. If you ?? don't feel, because 

the E interacts with the S also, try to add Gans's of the heavier. ... Next week we show 

new Energy Pens by German KF, you are given different stones which interact with 

different Chakras, the Cu coil inside connects with the P of Man and that stone connects 

it to where the strength is, which chakra. Do the same thing in your S, if you don't get 

such a flow create it, (2:02). Create the Gans of Silver and Gold and then composition of 

the 2 to create a heavier G much faster, understand which one is giver and taker and what 

gradients you create. ... Pb is 207 divided by 4 is 51, then consider 15% that's 56/57, if 

one of the fields in Pb is higher then 207 (214), because it's not always made of the same 

electrons and protons, ?? energy is a composite, at that point you have a Cu, Fe or Zn, 

which is on a lower strength ? connection, but they behave as one, then you see how Pb 

interacts with the body, with your Blood, (57, take 10% on one, you have a bandwidth of 

interactions of the same), one is a quarter of the other one, the field flow is very heavy so 

you feel the drain (?? from Lead),  (2:04). The pull ... start making Gans of materials and 

play with it, remember the point of reference is your Blood or your P, for Blood reference 

is 56/57, if it is the E because they are near to it they have to interact with each other, is 

Zinc (65), ?? then you see how E is connected to Zn is stronger then the Cu, then see the 

connection with your materials, then you create the condition of absorption, of the 

feeling, then if you are good with one, and not the other, is the balance flow created in the 

atomic molecular structure with the E, which is Pl and the Silver which is matter state of 

the field. Now that you know the LP start mixing and playing with them but keep track of 

what you are doing, then you created P fields flow, you start creating M ?? veins, motion 

of the fields as you like.  (2:06).  The Chinese understand and bring the E in with the P 

and yin and yang and see it totally different. The Westerners don't understand the Chinese 

Culture, it's a different way of thinking. Go back and change the Pb. Alex makes Gans's 

of different roots, why does Ginger work one way the others another way, because 

Ginger absorbs certain fields of Zn of Cu ?? pattern materials in the body. Look at the 

composition of ginger, don't ignore the one which is smallest amount, ask why, it gives 

enough that it ?? the ones that are huge, or it's there to create a conditions of the flow of 

the Pl. When you take a root in your hand it's not a matter state, it's alive, it's a Pl 

condition, it has a flow, a reason for elements to be there. What do you usually mix the 

silver with, what effect does it give? Why in ancient time people used silver as medicine, 

and then forgotten it. (2:09). In Bahrain special pearls they say grind for 30 days 

continuously it releases energy that can cure anything, culture pearls don't have that 

property, the pearl was made from the Ca and the ?? of the protein of the animal, so you 

release the energies on the Ca base that effects the immune S, that's how it works, we 

have to understand the depth of the huge amount of knowledge we have. We decipher it 

with the new knowledge and the way it actually works, and not what we assumed. Walk 

away from Pb, it's an extractor of energy and doesn't give much back. Create LP of Silver 

and even Gold. I will teach how to make Gans of S and G out of fresh air, but man is not 

ready yet. (2:11). Change the Gans's and create flow,  maybe make 2 balls one weaker 

and one stronger that the field flow of the structure works inside, you don't need coils if 

you managed to create the field flow.  Austrian built 2 P Pong balls with LP, wants to 

know how to know if it is working. Go inside it and feel it, you are made of Gans, you 



create a condition, a flow. People are feeling better when he creates a flow.  Bernie 

explains how he went from a few feet to meters. (2:14). He visualizes how the different 

Gans's interact. He uses the car to see how far the fields extends. (2:18). The moment the 

car changes sound it interacts with the fields of the Pl. It gets more powerful no 

hesitation. (2:22). A man placed Peace Pl generators in Vienna. He has P Pong ball with a 

motor filled with Gans of CO2, CH3, and CuO2. (2:24). He shows his generators.  (2:26). 

Klaus presents his Health Units, many start popping up around the world. Some units are 

ready to use in some hospitals to test. (2:32). Lisa from China.  A large Cu Sphere with 4 

reactors inside,  Triple Cu wire coils. (2:35). Arrangement of several reactors. (2:39). 

Keshe says the leakage comes from how he has arranged the reactors.  Everything  is 

based on the symmetry of the field flow, all your reactors are flat, you haven't created a 

dynamic flow, only a rotational flow. Learn to compress the fields inward. consider on 

different levels of fields. (2:42). The gap allows the field release and flow. If you want a 

field compression you have to obtain and maintain it, you have to be able to do this in 

single core Pl. A lot of you will make these LP reactors and find out it doesn't work, on 

the top you leave it open, these little things effects your performance. His system is a flat 

plate so no flow, he created some differences but also a lot of escape routes (for the 

Fields), you also created leaks. Don't look at it as flat but as a sphere, they are also 

reacting with the floor, walls, etc, you have to contain everything. Containment is 90% 

success of the lift. (2:44). You have to increase the fields and contain them, when you can 

do that and maintain it and manipulate it. Don't build huge S which are ?? loose, build S 

which are tightly packed, then when you see the result change the parameters one at a 

time and let the field grow, As you separate it you increase your field ?? barrier. Bernie 

started at 1 foot and is now at 3 meters. In the SF we put 1 up and 3 down, contained 

them close together and controlled the height. 99% of Systems built by you are workable 

S. If you look at all the different S you built since start, you have gone through the 

evolution of races in the U that developed these and all of them managed to get to Space. 

The races looked into the night sky and saw the motion of the planets, stars galaxies, and 

understood the process, it's the same for all of you, man has gather knowledge to make P 

rotational S, motors. Understand the way the stars move, their position, how they are 

created it, what leads to them. For centuries we were looking at Venus etc, we never went 

to understand the real position and motion of them, now we understand about the Pl and 

field flow, start analyzing its you who write the true story of the Cosmology, not the 

cosmologists up to now, because they all worked on the same ??   ...  according to the 

current understanding (Pl) why Uranus is working sideways, Venus going the other way. 

(2:49). Does it make sense that Venus changed directions because hit by meteorite, or 

change in the flow of direction of the Pl. Look in sky and start seeing the Pl flow of the 

fields, there are flows like the river on the planet, Keshe sees the flows from the 

interactions of the other fields. We have no choice, the Pandora's box of the U is opened, 

we have to continuously add to it. (2:51). The reason the Chinese Reactors are not flying 

is because he has a flat plane and lot of leakages (fields). (2:55). Rodrigo from Mexico 

shows his Health Units. (3:02). Treated a dog in Unit, after she behave like a young 

puppy, effected the E and P. Doctors need to observe E changes also. Pets who stayed in 

car also changed their behavior. A lot of neighbors call to come and be in the field. One 

lady with tumors all over, after 1 week, only one tumor left, he has all the MRI scans, she 

does 3 hours a day of scans. (3:06). Keshe says to follow these patients for long term, do 



you see recurrence or due to sorting out the E no recurrence.  We see that the body gets a 

new dimension in the structure that does not accept anymore production of Cancer Cells, 

which means it locks itself to dimensions that can't be accepted by the body. We want to 

create a track record to see if it recurs. We see these kinds of cancers increasing with the 

use of mobile phones, they are rapidly increasing. (3:08). There can be a solution.  (3:10). 

Finish the video from Norway, show 10 minutes. He describes how he made the Pl 

batteries. (3:13). How he made 5 different Gans containers, Zn, Cu, steel 2, brass, and 

final soup was 40% Zn, 40% Cu, 20% the Fe , completely orange color,  ... (3:18). added 

sugar.  (3:26). Intention seen through the pentagon structure ?? ...  (3:34). The man is on 

line, explain further, first of all the mixture is important, the distance etc.  develop that 

further, look for the lights, glows, you will see interactions of P in Lymph and muscle 

tissues, now you have to change the salt in S, create the Gans of Salt and add to it, you'll 

the P of the Man, use Na or K salt, not Himalayan. Do step by step, small variations, 

you'll see hexagons and other formations to the full circle. (3:37). What you're showing is 

how the body gets its volume, use the salt which is the construction of the kidney, the 

pentagons will have 3-D in respect to the others then you see a structure, start seeing the 

storage gaps btn them. We are doing this in the lab, ?? the brain has found its maximum 

volume now we see structures. (3:39). Arman presents 4 large balls and 4 small balls, 

transfer the fields of LP into empty space of the balls and close it, then have interaction of 

the fields, make combinations, transfer is with N tubes, F Pl. (3:42). The plastic tube has 

to be n coated and you need a gradient that the Pl reaches that empty ball, it's not a matter 

state it has already crossed the walls, matter doesn't exist (to it ?). The level you are 

working now the tube is not needed, you can put it in the middle, ?? you create an 

interaction and you transfer the energy as you like. You pin point where you want it to be 

with the N tube, you ?? the center ball by controlling the Pl in the 3 other balls, you 

create a pull from one to the other. In principle the field is already transferred to the 

matter state of the ball.  (3:48). New Zealand presents a health Unit.  (3:58). Keshe says 

try not to use such dense coverings, soft CH3, the walls becomes a filtering mass, 

anything you use becomes a filter, MG fields strength.   (4:03). Questions on health unit, 

whether to switch the separate coils on and off, no it's no much difference its just that you 

have a homogenous field.  

 


